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DDoS protection from First Colo
Cost-effective Reliable. Powerful.
We rely on software we have developed in-house,
combined with hardware applications from the leading
manufacturers to defend against DDoS attacks on your IT
infrastructure.
As one of the first computer centres in Germany to use

The
benefits of
our DDoS
protection

Functionality



In the event of an attack, data traffic is
dominated by illegitimate users. The
defensive algorithms ensure that all
websites and services remain available
to legitimate users by filtering out unauthorised traffic. This protective technology does not negatively affect any other
data centre customers.

External bandwidth



The best DDoS protection technology
will be to no avail if broadband capacities are too narrow and are exhausted
by volume attacks that constantly
increase in size. We have set up our data
centre to deal with this issue and have
one of the highest external broadband
connections in the sector.

any from of hardware/software combination against
these attacks, our experts can call on many years of
experience and can look back on countless, successfully-combatted attacks.
However, not every computer centre is even technically
able to offer effective DDoS protection.
All network systems hust be able to handle high loads,
and at First Colo, one of the best connections in the
computer centre industry ensures security, as well as the
ability to filter out large volume attacks.

National routing paths



Unlike conventional providers, we do not
route DDoS traffic for filtering via foreign
countries, where different legal stipulations could mean that it is intercepted.
For us, DDoS protection involves the
protection of both trust and data.

Immunisation



As is the case with a (double) vaccination, the internal attack patterns are
stored by learning defensive algorithms
and are immediately blocked if a repeat
attack occurs. The protective technology
also uses globally synchronised defensive data of external attack variants.

How serious is the threat?
Who needs DDoS protection?
Every company which is reliant on the internet, which
generates revenue over the internet, or has to maintain
binding process is typically at risk.
In addition, every internet-based activity, where you are
obliged to position yourself “politically”.
Finally, this also applies to public/legal or association and
administration activities.
So, DDoS protection can be compared to insurance or the
police force: Hopefully, you’ll never need it, but it’s great to
have it in an emergency.

Reporting function



Conventional DDoS protection solutions
often fail to provide customers with
sufficient transparency with regard to
the “whether” and “how” of functionality.
We offer an interface that gives detailed
traceability of aspects such as the attack
variants which are occurring and their
frequency and duration.

Defensive experience



We have been combining several protection technologies for over 10 years. This
means that it is no longer necessary to
change provider because of the complexity of the attack patterns and has finally
put an end to the problem of these
tiresome and wanton DDoS attacks for
our customers.

How do the costs of DDoS protection look?
Alongside the one-off purchase costs, the biggest cost
factor is the DDoS protection bandwidth you need to



book, which needs to be at least enough to correspond

SOC/monitoring

to, or could foreseeably correspond to, the volume of the

Just as in air traffic control, our Security
Operations Centre cross checks network
and traffic analysis on an ongoing basis
by using the human eye. This enables
any irregularities caused by illegitimate
users to be identified and filtered out at
the earliest possible opportunity.

attack on the customer’s infrastructure.
All service packages cover a whole range of specific setting
and alignment options in line with the prevailing, concrete
threat situation, as well as different protective mechanisms against different types of DDoS attack.
The protection solution is transparent and self-operated
as an option, but can also be booked as a managed
service.

Fair price structure



Differently structured protection packages allow our customers to subscribe
only to the DDoS protection they need.
We also charge only for filtered and
legitimate traffic and not for the whole
of the DDoS traffic, something which has
now become a huge cost factor.

